
Photographers on Photography: How the Masters See, Think, and Shoot (History of Photography,
Pocket Guide, Art History) By Henry Carroll Titles in Henry Carroll's Read This series:Read This if
You Want to Take Great Photographs by Henry Carroll (9781780673356)Read This if You Want to
Take Great Photographs of People by Henry Carroll (9781780676241)Use This if You Want to Take
Great Photographs: A Photo Journal by Henry Carroll (9781780678887)Read This if You Want to Be
Great at Drawing by Selwyn Leamy (9781786270542)Read This if You Want to Be a Great Writer by
Ross Raisin (9781786271976)Read This if You Want to Be Instagram Famous edited by Henry
Carroll (9781780679679) Photographers on Photography: How the Masters See.

Through a carefully curated selection of quotations images and interviews Photographers on
Photography reveals what matters most to fifty masters of photography. With enlightening text by
Henry Carroll author of the internationally bestselling Read This If You Want To Take Great
Photographs series you'll discover how the giants of the genre developed their distinctive visual
styles and the core ideas that underpin their practice. comInterviews with Olivia Bee Esther
Teichmann Alex Soth Ron Jude Broomberg Chanarin and further inspiration from: Eddie Adams
Lisette Model Irving Penn Garry Winogrand Viviane Sassen Maisie Cousins Harley Weir Gillian
Wearing Dorothea Lange Hellen Van Meene Man Ray David Hockney Ansel Adams Daido Moriyama
Ralph Gibson Saul Leiter Todd Hido Richard Misrach Tacita Dean Amalia Ulman Alison Jackson
Jason Fulford James Welling Paul Graham Laia Abril John Baldessari Lars Tunbjrk Richard Avedon
Wendy Red Star Dana Lixenberg Edward Weston Roni Horn Vik Muniz Penelope Umbrico Ryuji
Miyamoto Bill Henson Alvin Langdon Coburn Ishiuchi Miyako Leiko Shiga Joan Fontcuberta Charles
Sheeler Brandon Lattu Nobuyoshi Araki Think and Shoot (History of Photography Pocket Guide Art
History) I love the authors work. It's a lovely book and well worth your time :) 1786273187 I've been
reading this whole series of books (I recommend you do too) and this is the most artistic and least
technical of them. There are diverse opinions but all of them are thought provoking and an
inspiration to any photographer going beyond the mere 'point and click' or narrow technical
considerations of photo taking or making. 5 interviews 50 photos by 50 photographers with a short
commentary by the authorImportant to be clear about what is being offered in this book: 50 photos
each by a different photographer (from Fox Talbot on) with short commentaries by Henry Carroll on
each one (and a one sentence quote from each). 1786273187 se nota que el libro fue hecho para
vender las entrevistas o como se pueda llamar a los textos que se incluyen son superficiales y muy
cortas no vale la pena realmente comprarlo. The insightful perspective from these influential artists
will inspire your own photographic process and most importantly help determine what photography
means to you, I haven't touched my Nikon 35mm since 2008 and Photographers on Photography:
How the Masters See Think Shoot made me want to pick it up again. I don't know if there's any
glowing praise I can give than that. Communication ArtsThis is a fantastic book that explores
photography in a thoughtful way: We can all benefit from giving some thought as to why and how we
photograph what we do. Technically before I understood the principles but Henry makes them
understandable and enjoyable: I made some notes and followed a few accounts on Instagram I no
doubt over time will learn from the influence of the photographers and artists I have chosen to
follow, In this book Henry signposts the reader to further resources to help them develop a greater
appreciation for the art of photography. And all of what it's about for many of the artists in this book.
It covers a series of great photographers and explains how they approach the art of photography: It
will not tell you what apperture to use for a portrait or whether to use a 50mm or an 85mm lens. It
doesn't matter if you are using your phone to take photos or a Hasselblad: 1786273187 Esta muy
padre el libro llego muy rápido y muy bien cuidado: 1786273187 I have read three others by the
same author that have been instructional and really helpful but this one is very different and an
excellent read, Different in that it reads like 40 or 50 brief interviews with accomplished or famous
photographers with an accompanying photo illustrating their style or approach, It is really
interesting to read the motives methods and thoughts of those who have achieved at the highest
levels in the genre. I found it helpful to make me think about why I am composing specific images



and what i am trying to capture or convey: 1786273187 5 interviews 50 photos by 50 photographers
with a short commentary by the authorThis is NOT photographers on photographers. This is Henry
Carroll on 50 photographers illustrated by one photograph and one sentence from each
photographer: Plus 5 interviews with contemporary photographers: Olivia Bee Esther Teichmann
Alec Soth Ron Jude and 'Broomberg and Chanarin', They are less about the techniques or
approaches of the various photographers than they are about the paradoxical nature of photography
itself. A decent format but not quite what it says on the tin: Format is generally: Full page image big
headline and half a page of text for each of the 50 photographers covered. A handful of longer
interviews which are generally quite interesting: Some thought provoking material but not as
practically helpful as Michael Freeman's Fifty Paths to Creative photography which starts with the
style/ philosophy rather than the photographer[1]

And William Henry Fox Talbot. Fstoppers. He has opened up photography for me. This book presents
lots of examples of creative work. That what I would say is part of what it's about.I would
recommend this. To that end it is very interesting. This is about the image. The writing style is
engaging and entertaining. I had heard of Alec Soth.Henry Carroll's commentaries are thoughtful
and insightful. A good read. 1786273187 I have enjoyed this book. This creates a concise summary
that is easy to dip into.A good quick read though. 1786273187

.


